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܃္ܫଚΔ܃ଚڶ՛ऱԳΔהन
ࠠΔլ၇ᄅऱΔהԫរ៱ऱ༉אױ
ԱΖչᏖࡋΛլ܀नࠠլᄅऱΔ۟࣍הઠ
ऱ۪ࣚΔشऱ߷ଡᄀᤃΔᄀ߫Δࢨृ݄ऱࣟ۫Δ
ຟ៱הऱ༉אױԱΔլהᄅऱΖڂ՛
ԫࠐנسΔ܃լवሐڇהছڶڶسଥ۩Δڶ
ڶΔڶڶຍጟ壂Λࠌڶה壂Δڶ
ଥ۩ΔڶऱᇩΔ܃ՈהኬኬشΔլԫՀ
༉ݙشԱΖ
ࢬא՛הԫរ៱ऱࣟ۫شΔהᄎ
९ࡎԫរΙࠐءኂࡎৰऱΔ܃ጐהԫរ៱
ऱࣟ۫ΔהኂࡎՈᄎ९ԱΖᎅΚψຍଡڶઝᖂ
ऱᖕࡋΜωຍଡឈྥڶઝᖂऱᖕΔױਢڶ
ୃᖂऱᖕΔୃڶڇ㠪ᙰΖ՛܃༉הጐ
شᄅऱࣟ۫Δהނຍଡ壂ຟԱԫࠄΙה
९ՕԱΔࠐءᚨᇠڶᙒΔໝΜ࠹ᒡԱΙࠐءᚨᇠ
ࡎ९ΔΔኂࡎՈլ߷Ꮦ९ԱΜࢬ៱شא
ऱΔψ۪྇ᏺ壂Δ྇ଇᏺኂωΔ܃ઠऱ۪ࣚઊԫ
រΔ៱ڶऱ۪ࣚઠ༉ړΔ߷Ꮦຍ༉౨ᏺ܃ףऱ壂
Ι܃ૉ྇ଇࡋΛࢬڶݺאኙ܃ଚᝑႯΛݺ
ଚڇԫ֚پԫ塊Δലࠐኂࡎᣋრڍ९༉ڍ
९Ζڂݺଚԫ֚ᚨᇠپԿ塊ΔཏຏԳຟپԿ
塊Δݺଚپԫ塊Δپԫ塊Ծ֟پԫរΔࢬאຍઊ
ৰڍऱଇढΔࠐءնԼᄣΔജݺଚאױԫۍ
նԼᄣΖຍଡֱऄਢৰኔऱΔਢৰኔڇऱΖ
߷ᏖᎅΚψ߷ݺլᣋრ߷ᏖՕڣધΔݺ
ຟᝫਢپԿ塊ԱΜωຍՈڶംᠲऱΔྤኂृઌ
ቪΜ߷܃༉ԫ֚پԫۍ塊ᦗΜࢬא՛הԫ
រ៱ऱ۪ࣚઠΔ៱ऱࢪ۰Δ៱ऱԫଡᄀᤃΔ߷
ᏖຍՈ༉ਢᎅ՛ࣟ۫Δ៱ऱ༉אױԱΖ
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hose of you with kids, listen. Don’t give your kids new toys,
just used ones. Not only toys, but clothing, baby carriages,
walkers or anything else for children, should be secondhand.
Why don’t we give them new ones? You don’t know whether a
newborn has had any cultivation, good roots, or blessings in past
lives or not. If one has planted seeds of blessings, cultivated in the
past, and has good roots, you want to make sure that the child
uses these blessings gradually, not all at once.
If you give children secondhand goods, then they will live
longer; those with short lives will lengthen their lives on earth.
You say, “There’s no scientific basis for this at all.” Although there’s
no scientific proof here, there is a philosophical underpinning.
If you give children brand new things, they use up all their
blessings. Maybe they were supposed to be rich when they grow
up, but they become poor instead. Maybe they were supposed
to live a long life, but they die an early death instead. Therefore,
it’s better to use secondhand goods. You increase your blessings
by minimizing your wardrobe; you increase your life span by
lessening your food intake. If you’re more frugal about the kind of
clothes you wear, by just wearing old clothes for example, you will
increase your blessings. If you decrease your food intake, such as
eating one meal a day, you will then live as long as you wish. Most
people eat three meals a day believing that’s how many they’re
supposed to consume. We eat only one meal and only a sufficient
portion, thus saving a lot of food. Maybe we are supposed to live
until we are 50 years old, but now we have enough blessings to
live until we are 150 years old. This is a pragmatic approach; it’s
honest and realistic.
If you say, “I’d rather not live until that age – I might as
well eat three meals a day!” No problem. Longevity isn’t anything
worthwhile especially when you are not attached to the notion
of life span. That way you might as well eat 100 meals a day! In
short, giving kids secondhand clothing to wear, old dwellings to
live in, used rockers and other items, is more than adequate.
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